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“Vanessa is a delightful speaker and breath of fresh air in

the business world, delivering her message of “doing well

to do good” with authenticity and elegance. We’d

recommend Vanessa to elevate any event or stage.”

     —Annette Naif, Forté Events NYC

“Vanessa delivered a powerful presentation straight at the

hheart of 100 women at our annual leadership retreat. 

Everyone was buzzing ALL day. Many walked away with 

big ‘aha’ moments surrounding money and what they will

no longer tolerate and a deep understanding of the blocks

that hold them back. Our leaders will be able to share this 

message with their own teams and create a positive ripple

 effect. Everybody who is in business for themselves or 

sseeking to increase sales needs to hear Vanessa speak!”

     —Nicole Cormany, Million Dollar Circle, Rodan & Fields

Vanessa Shaw is an Inspirational 

Speaker, Author and International 

Business Success Coach. She believes 

that getting your life more closely aligned

with your deepest desires is the only way 

to have a sense of accomplishment and 

ffulfillment in life. Vanessa consistently 

delivers moving and inspirational talks 

that encourage attendees to tap into their 

unconscious desires. As the CEO &

Founder of The Business Growth Academy,

she has years of experience as a high-level 

business success coach and she’ll share 

ppractical action steps that have helped 

her clients accomplish their life and 

business goals. 
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Success Coach  

Vanessa Shaw

at The Big Bold Event
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To learn more or book Vanessa Shaw for your next event, contact us today. We’ll work 

with you to create a Keynote or Presentation uniquely suited to your audience.

Delight and Inspire Your Audience

The Million Dollar Question
What if you only had to answer one key question to be able to consistently grow and scale your business?

Could it really be that simple?

In this dynamic, truthful and highly engaging presentation, Vanessa will show you how answering just one question will be a 

true game changer for your life and business.

• Discover the top mistake even smart entrepreneurs make that keeps them stuck or slowed down

• • Learn the 3 tried and tested mindsets necessary for consistent and sustainable growth

• Answer a simple yet revealing question that led to the growth of a $10 million business in less than 4 years 

Get Rich Without Being a Bitch
In this honest and thought provoking presentation, we’ll unlock the stereotypes that hold women back from living their full

potential and being financially empowered

If you’re ready to shatter your own glass ceiling - this presentation is a MUST for you!

• Discover the top 2 challenges women must overcome and how to use them to your advantage

• Avoid the 3 traps where even smart women give away their power

• • Learn how to effortlessly translate your desires into inspired action

You'll leave this session fired up and ready to release your inner Badass!!!!

Recommended Keynotes or Presentations

Vanessa Shaw is a sought-after speaker and expert on

business mastery, personal leadership, and 6- and 7- figure

income strategies. She is the CEO & Founder of The Business 

Growth Academy.

Originally from the UK and having lived across Europe

for most of her life, Vanessa brings over a decade of

iinternational experience working with top corporate

executives and ambitious entrepreneurs from start-ups

to billion dollar companies. She has also worked for the

United Nations in Geneva, Switzerland, and has held

senior leadership roles within the International Coach

Federation.

Vanessa now lives in Scottsdale, Arizona, with her

hhusband, Robert, and a collection of four legged friends.

About Vanessa

“Vanessa was the best speaker so far. Very inspiring and 
motivating. She brought me to tears at one point...”
–PPAI Women's leadership conference


